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Using a recently developed first-principles Wannier-states approach that takes into account large on-site
Coulomb repulsion, we derive the low-energy effective one-band Hamiltonians for several prototypical cuprate
superconductors. The material dependence is found to originate primarily from the different energy of the
apical atom pz state. Specifically, the general properties of the low-energy hole state, namely, the Zhang-Rice
singlet, are significantly modified, via additional intrasublattice hoppings, nearest-neighbor “super repulsion,”
and other microscopic many-body processes. Implications on modulations of local pairing gaps, charge distri-
bution, hole-hopping range, electron-phonon interaction, and multilayer effects in cuprate superconductors are
discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The origin of high-Tc superconductivity �HTSC� remains
under fierce debate notwithstanding monumental effort for
two decades. Although it is generally agreed that the most
relevant electron behavior is confined within the common
CuO2 plane,1–8 Tc

max �Tc at optimal doping� is strikingly af-
fected by modulation of the layering pattern along the less
essential third direction.9–12 Hence, clarifying the material
dependence of the in-plane electron behavior, especially with
material-specific first-principles approaches, is an essential
step toward the resolution of the HTSC mechanism and the
quest for higher-Tc superconductors.

A recent influential advancement along the line was made
by Pavarini et al.:12 within the local-density approximation
�LDA� of density-functional theory �DFT� for a number of
hole-doped cuprates, they derived a one-band noninteracting
Hamiltonian in which �t� / t� �t and t� are the in-plane first-
and second-nearest-neighbor hopping integrals, respectively�
appeared to correlate with Tc

max and was related to out-of-
plane �apical� atoms. Taken as the kinetic part of the effec-
tive one-band t-J or Hubbard model, the most studied model
for the CuO2 plane,1–7 this single band has been widely used
to compare with angular-resolved photoemission spectros-
copy �ARPES�.8,13,14

A particular puzzle thus caused is that the LDA �t� / t�
=0.18 for La2CuO4 and 0.12 for Ca2CuO2Cl2 �Ref. 12� con-
tradict with their diamondlike and squarelike Fermi surfaces,
respectively, as observed in ARPES.8,13,15 In addition, the
suggested t� effect on Tc �Refs. 10–12� turned out to be con-
troversial in several numerical studies of the extended t-J or
Hubbard model.16–18 More importantly, all LDA derived one-
band metallic picture suffers from a fundamental deficiency
of single-particle pictures, namely, the doped hole residing in
Cu d orbital that hybridizes with O p. This drastically con-
tradicts with the well-established experimental fact that
doped holes reside primarily in the oxygen atoms.19–21 In
fact, it is now commonly accepted that the doped holes form
spin-singlet states with the intrinsic holes in Cu, the so-called
Zhang-Rice singlet �ZRS�, in the underdoped region—it is

based on ZRS that the one-band t-J or Hubbard model has
been justified.1–7 Thus, it is important to examine the mate-
rial dependence of general electron behavior in the CuO2
plane by deriving an effective interacting Hamiltonian with a
first-principles approach that takes into account, from the
beginning, large Coulomb repulsion on the Cu sites. Such
studies would not only produce a more appropriate character
of low-energy states but also reveal new material-dependent
physical effects derived from the charge-transfer nature and
the complexity of strong electronic correlation.

In this paper, we address this issue by extending the re-
cently developed first-principles Wannier-states �WSs�
approach22,23 to low-energy scale ��1 eV�. The material de-
pendence is found to originate primarily from different �Pz,
the energy of the apical atom pz state, in accord with the fact
that the apical coordination of Cu ions is the main structural
variation relevant to the CuO2 plane.24 In the present work,
the entire range of �Pz �approaching the Fermi level EF from
infinity� is represented by four prototypical cuprates:
Nd2CuO4, Sr2CuO2F2, Ca2CuO2Cl2, and La2CuO4, where the
apical sites are empty, F, Cl, and O, respectively. The prox-
imity of �Pz to EF is found to suppress �t� / t� of ZRS, resolv-
ing the aforementioned puzzle in existing first-principles re-
sults on Ca2CuO2Cl2. More interestingly, this proximity
generates several crucial many-body effects, including local
site-dependent potentials and a remarkable intersite “super-
repulsion,” which directly modulate local pairing gaps and
charge distribution, and imply an intriguing realization of
electron-phonon coupling. These findings would shed light
on the general material dependence and microscopic under-
standing of HTSC.

II. METHODS

A three-step approach is used to reduce systematically the
energy scale of the relevant Hilbert space:

A. At full-energy scale

The full-energy electronic structures of the undoped sys-
tem are obtained within the LDA+U method �with U
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=8 eV and J=0.88 eV� �Ref. 25� known as a state-of-the-
art generalization of LDA to include strong local interaction.
This provides a good first-principles starting point since it
correctly predicts a charge-transfer insulator as the ground
state instead of a metallic state from LDA, as shown in the
left panel of Fig. 1�b� for Ca2CuO2Cl2 as an example. In
addition, the choice of insulating undoped system avoids the
serious deficiency of current approximations of density-
functional theory in treating the strong quantum fluctuation
�which is suppressed by the existence of the gap�. We have
applied the WIEN2K �Ref. 26� implementation of the full-
potential linearized augmented-plane-wave method in the
LDA+U approach and verified that our conclusions are un-
affected for U=6.5–10 eV.

B. At the intermediate-energy scale (È10 eV)

At the intermediate-energy scale (�10 eV covering rel-
evant Cu 3d, O 2p, and apical orbitals�, an effective
Hubbard-type five-band interacting Hamiltonian, H5b, is de-
rived via the WSs analysis of the LDA+U results.22

The five most relevant WSs whose characters appear in
low-energy bands near EF are defined in Fig. 1�a�. We note
that all the oxygen Wannier functions are constructed to cen-
ter at the copper sites; Ps, Pa, and Pz are obtained by maxi-

mizing the weights of the following symmetrical combina-
tion of the “atomic” oxygen 2p � orbitals, respectively,

Ps:
1

2
�p1,x + p2,y + p3,x + p4,x� ,

Pa:
1

2
�p1,x − p2,y + p3,x − p4,x� ,

Pz:
1
�2

�p5,z + p6,z� ,

where p5,z and p6,z are the apical �out-of-plane� oxygen 2pz
orbitals and the rest �planar� are illustrated in Fig. 2, com-
pared with Fig. 1�a�. In this representation, the decorated
CuO2 plane reduces to a regular simple square lattice where
each lattice site represents a “super Cu atom” which includes
the three oxygen Wannier orbitals. This avoids the difficulty
in defining the local subsystem due to having a bridging site
between two Cu sites. Now that both electron-electron inter-
action and leading d-p hybridization become local terms, it
is convenient to treat their effects exactly on the local mul-
tiplets and the remaining nonlocal parts as perturbation.

In the left panel of Fig. 1�b�, we present the bands mainly
of Cu dx2−y2, O Ps, and apical Pz characters, the three most
relevant Wannier orbitals �instead of all the five orbitals in an
effort to make the plot less crowded�, in accord with the
x-ray absorption spectra.27 The strong local d-d interactions
and d-p hybridizations between the b1-symmetrized
Cu dx2−y2 and O Ps Wannier orbitals are illustrated in the
right panel. In this illustration, the leftmost and rightmost
orbitals �before spin polarization and d-p hybridization� cor-
respond to the Cu dx2−y2 and O Ps basis Wannier functions
plotted in Fig. 1�a�, respectively. The on-site hopping param-
eter between them is 2.35 eV. Clearly, the Hubbard splitting
of the Cu dx2−y2 spin-majority and spin-minority WSs se-
verely affects hybridization between Cu dx2−y2 and O Ps.
Consequently, the lowest-unoccupied and highest-occupied
bands �though both derived from antibonding between dx2−y2

and Ps� are mainly of spin-minority dx2−y2 and spin-majority
Ps characters, respectively, in agreement with the experimen-
tally observed low-energy quasiparticle characters: doped
holes residing primarily on the oxygen atoms19,20 and form-
ing the spin-singlet states with the intrinsic holes on the Cu
atoms. Therefore, the lowest unoccupied and highest-

EUHB

ELHB

(a)

(b)

b1 symmetry a1 symmetry

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Wannier functions centered at Cu sites
for H5b: O Ps and Pa are constructed by maximizing the weight of
the b1- and a1-symmetrized combinations of four neighboring pla-
nar O p� orbitals, respectively, Pz is the a1-symmetrized combina-
tion of two apical pz orbitals. �b� Left panel: band structure of
Ca2CuO2Cl2 from LDA+U calculations �dots� and the bands
mainly of Cux2−y2, O Ps, and apical Pz characters from Wannier-
states analysis �lines�. �= �0,0 ,0�, X= �� ,0 ,0�, and M = � �

2 , �

2 ,0�.
Right panel: corresponding local energy-level splitting due to inter-
actions and d-p hybridization filled with electrons �solid arrows� or
holes �dashed arrows�. Up and down arrows denote spin majority

and spin minority, respectively. P̃z derived from two highest a1

hybrids are mainly of apical Pz character. EUHB �ELHB� means the
effective upper �lower� Hubbard subband.

p1,xp3,x

p2,y

p4,y

dx - y2 2

FIG. 2. The planar atomic orbitals in a CuO4 plaquette. The
shown b1-symmetrized pattern is for O Ps.
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occupied bands may be loosely regarded as the effective up-
per and lower Hubbard subbands, respectively, with the d-p
charge-transfer gap as the effective Hubbard gap. In addition,
note that their overall shapes—the top of the valence band is
at �� /2,� /2� and the bottom of the conduction band at
�� ,0�, agree well with ARPES,8 further confirming that the
LDA+U calculation is indeed a good starting point. On the
other hand, their bandwidths are doubly overestimated due to
neglecting strong electronic correlation at this step, to be
remedied at the next step.

There are considerable nearest-neighbor hoppings be-
tween b1 �dx2−y2, Ps� and a1 �d3z2−r2, Pa, and Pz� orbitals but
by symmetry these five WSs almost completely decouple
from other WSs. Hence, they form a practically complete
basis for the low-energy Hilbert space. Within this five-
orbital basis set, H5b, including all possible one-particle
terms and on-site intraorbital and interorbital Coulomb repul-
sions and exchange interaction in the Cu d WSs �referred to
as Ueff, Ueff� , and Jeff, respectively�,11 is given by

H5b = �
ijmm��

�Tij
mm�Cim�

† Cjm�� + H.c.� + �
im�

�mnim�

+ Ueff �
i,m=1,2

nim↑nim↓ + Ueff� �
i���

ni1�ni2��

− Jeff �
i���

Ci1�
† Ci1��Ci2��

† Ci2�, �1�

where Cim� annihilates an electron with spin � in the mth
Wannier state at site i. Here m=1,2 , . . . ,5 stand for
Cu dx2−y2, Cu d3z2−r2, planar O Ps, planar O Pa, and apical
O Pz Wannier orbitals, respectively.

All the parameters in H5b can be calculated out by using
the following scheme: since LDA+U treats the interaction in
the localized orbitals in an effective Hartree-Fock �HF� ap-
proach, a clear mapping can be achieved by matching the
corresponding Wannier representation of the LDA+U one-
particle Hamiltonian, Him�,jm��

LDA+U , to the self-consistent HF ex-
pression of H5b. This scheme is well controlled and has been

shown to work well for manganites.22 More specifically,

�1� Tij
mm�, all the hopping integrals, are directly given by

Tij
mm�=Him�,jm��

LDA+U .
�2� �im for m=3,4 ,5, the site energy of the oxygen Wan-

nier states, are given by �im=Him�,im�
LDA+U .

�3� The remaining four parameters �d �assume �d=�i1
=�i2�, Ueff, Ueff� , and Jeff are determined by the four matrix
elements Him�,im�

LDA+U for m=1,2 and �= ↑ ,↓ in self-consistent
Hartree-Fock theory where the diagonal mean fields �nim��
already known from the LDA+U density matrix, which also
reveals that other mean fields are negligible. Therefore, it
turns out to simply solve the following system of four linear
equations,

Hi1↑,i1↑
LDA+U = �d + Ueff�ni1↓� + Ueff� �ni2� − Jeff�ni2↑� ,

Hi1↓,i1↓
LDA+U = �d + Ueff�ni1↑� + Ueff� �ni2� − Jeff�ni2↓� ,

Hi2↑,i2↑
LDA+U = �d + Ueff�ni2↓� + Ueff� �ni1� − Jeff�ni1↑� ,

Hi2↓,i2↓
LDA+U = �d + Ueff�ni2↑� + Ueff� �ni1� − Jeff�ni1↓� ,

where nim=��nim�.
Note that this scheme works for a more general Hamil-

tonian. At first glance, the unknown parameters of a general
Hamiltonian seems to be more than the known matrix ele-
ments of HLDA+U, rendering the problem to be underdeter-
mined. Actually, more known matrix elements can be gener-
ated by additional LDA+U calculations for different
structures and/or orbital/spin configurations, which eventu-
ally renders the problem to be overdetermined and thus be-
come a fitting task.22

The results for Ca2CuO2Cl2—except for the less impor-

tant Tij
mm� among the a1 orbitals �d3z2−r2, Pa, and Pz�—are

presented in Table I. Here the averaged effective Coulomb
interaction on the d orbitals is Ueff

ave=0.2Ueff+0.8Ueff�
=7.4 eV and Jeff=0.7 eV. These values are close to the
LDA+U inputs for d atomic orbitals 	U=8.0 eV and J
=0.88 eV �Ref. 25�
, indicating that the Cu d Wannier orbit-

TABLE I. Selected parameters in Eq. �1� obtained from the Wannier-states analysis of the LDA+U
ground-state electron structures of Ca2CuO2Cl2. Dx stands for dx2−y2 and Dz for d3z2−r2. nn denotes nearest
neighbor. The unit is eV.

On-site 1st nn 2nd nn 3rd nn

Ueff 9.625 Tij
PsDx 0.388 0.034 0.092

Ueff� 6.754 Tij
PsPs 0.288 0.185 0.076

Jeff 0.706 Tij
DxDx 0.032 0.003 0.002

�d 0.964

�Ps 2.003 Tij
PsPz 0.129 0.029

�Pa 4.111 Tij
PsDz 0.130 0.030

�Pz 2.812 Tij
PsPa 0.065 0.003

Tij
PsDx 2.351 Tij

DxPz 0.026 0.006

Tij
DzPa 0.845 Tij

DxDz 0.034 0.003

Tij
PzPa 0.778 Tij

DxPa 0.354 0.084

Tij
PzDz 0.951
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als determined at the 10 eV energy scale are well localized.
In addition, note that nearest-neighbor Tij

DxPs =0.39 eV and
Tij

DxPa =0.35 eV are similar, substantially different from
Tij

DxPs =0.36 eV and Tij
DxPa =0 eV derived in the formalism

used in previous studies.4–7,11 The present numbers confirm
that overall the Wannier functions constructed in our ap-
proach are more localized. On the other hand, we have tested
that these two different gauges of the Wannier functions lead
to the same conclusions.

In comparison, the conventional approach to the one-
particle parameters �i.e., fitting the hopping parameters to the
band structure� is not well controlled. For example, the direct
in-plane O-O hopping tpp between p1,x and p2,y in Fig. 1,
which controls the value of t� in the final one-band Hamil-
tonian, was reported to vary from 0.04 to 0.65 eV.28 Large tpp
means that the O p orbitals are quite extended and thus the
effects of Coulomb interaction in the oxygen orbitals may be
insignificant. Here by constructing the atomic p1,x and p2,y
Wannier functions we confirm that tpp�0.65 eV.

Note that to study the spontaneous symmetry breaking in
the system, it is convenient to construct Hamiltonian �1�
based on spin-independent Wannier orbitals. However, recall
that our Wannier functions are constructed within a finite-
energy window �i.e., the limited number of bands� for the
intermediate- or low-energy physics. This means that they
are in principle spin dependent within the spin-polarized
DFT calculations because the spin independency cannot be
fully recovered when the orbitals outside the energy window
are spin polarized, more or less, via electron-electron inter-
action or hybridization. This results in the spin-dependent
hopping parameters. On the other hand, the degree of this
spin dependency provides a practical way to judge whether
the chosen energy window is sufficiently large. It was at-
tempting to directly build a one-band model using only the
lowest-unoccupied and highest-occupied bands for, as men-
tioned above, they may be loosely regarded as the effective
upper and lower Hubbard subbands, respectively; the result-
ing hopping parameters turned out to be strongly spin depen-
dent. The hopping parameters in the five-orbital Hamiltonian
�1�, are obtained from averaging those in the spin-majority
channels and their counterparts in the spin-minority channel.
The deviation from the average is less than 7% for all the
leading hopping parameters �whose magnitude is larger than
0.06 eV�. Therefore, we conclude that it is appropriate to
approximate the ten slightly spin-polarized Wannier func-
tions with the above spin-independent treatment.

C. At the low-energy scale (È1 eV)

At the low-energy scale ��1 eV�, an effective one-band
Hamiltonian, H1b, for the doped holes is derived from ca-
nonical transformation �CT� of H5b to the second
order.4–7,11,29

To reduce the multiband Hubbard model to a one-band
model, we follow Hubbard’s atomic representation
approach,29–33 in which H is rewritten in terms of the multi-
plets of its one-unit cell part solved by exact diagonalization.
Here the local part of H5b, which includes the leading terms
�on-Cu-site interactions and local d-p hybridizations�, is di-

agonalized for all doping levels.11,29 In particular, our ap-
proach benefits greatly from having all the first-principles
WSs, including the O 2p states, centered at the Cu sites by
construction 	see Fig. 1�a�
. This reduces the decorated CuO2
lattice to a simple square lattice and unambiguously defines
the local Hamiltonian to be diagonalized.4–7,11 For
Ca2CuO2Cl2, the local one-hole ground state �referred to as
���� with energy E1=−2.26 eV is a hybrid of dx2−y2 �76%�
and Ps �24%�, and the first-excited one-hole state with en-
ergy −1.38 eV is a hybrid of d3z2−r2 �91%�, Pa �6%�, and Pz

�3%�; thus, the local dx2−y2→d3z2−r2 excitation energy ��1� is
0.88 eV. The local two-hole ground state is the ZRS of two
b1 holes �referred to as �ZRS�� with energy E2=−1.96 eV,
and the first-excited two-hole state is a spin triplet �referred
to as �axial�� of one b1 hole and the other in the a1 states; the
�ZRS�→ �axial� excitation energy ��2� is 0.81 eV. In addi-
tion, the spin-triplet state of two b1 holes �the Emery-Reiter
triplet� is 3.3 eV higher than the ZRS. Therefore, it may be
appropriate to keep in the low-energy space only ���, �ZRS�
and integrate out all the other states by canonical
transformation29 or perturbation to the second order.33

Suppose H=H0+H1 and define H�	�=H0+	H1. Then, the
transformed Hamiltonian is

HS�	� = e−	SHe	S � H0 +
	2

2!
	H1,S
 , �2�

after removing the terms linear with respect to 	 following

	H1 + 	H0,	S
 = 0. �3�

Let us apply the above canonical transformation to Eq.
�1�. First define the Hubbard operator on the ith site as

Xi
pq = �p�i�q�i, �4�

and the projection operator as

P0 = �
i

�
p�g.s.

Xi
pp, P1 = 1 − P0, �5�

where g.s. means the ground-state multiplets �the states we
want to keep�; here they are ��� and �ZRS�. Then, H0 and H1
may be defined by

H0 = P0HP0 + P1HP1 = �
i

�
p

�ipXi
pp

+ P0�
i
j

�
rr�ss�

�Vij
rr�,ss�Xi

rr�Xj
ss� + H.c.�P0

+ P1�
i
j

�
rr�ss�

�Vij
rr�,ss�Xi

rr�Xj
ss� + H.c.�P1, �6�

and

H1 = P0HP1 + P1HP0 = P0�
i
j

�
rr�ss�

�Vij
rr�,ss�Xi

rr�Xj
ss� + H.c.�P1

+ P1�
i
j

�
rr�ss�

�Vij
rr�,ss�Xi

rr�Xj
ss� + H.c.�P0. �7�

From Eq. �3� on the condition we neglect the intersite terms,
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S � P0�
i
j

�
rr�ss�

�Aij
rr�,ss�Xi

rr�Xj
ss� − H.c.�P1

+ P1�
i
j

�
rr�ss�

�Aij
rr�,ss�Xi

rr�Xj
ss� − H.c.�P0, �8�

where

Aij
rr�,ss� =

Vij
rr�,ss�

�r� + �s� − �r − �s
. �9�

This gives rise to the one-band t-J-type Hamiltonian, or
t-U Hamiltonian with effective U�E2−2E1=2.56 eV when
the no-hole vacuum state is also retained. Here the t’s stand
for the intersite exchange of the �ZRS� and ��� states.4–7

H1b = − �
ij�

tij�c̃i�
† c̃j� + H.c.� + J�

�ij�
S� i · S� j −

ninj

4
�

+
J

4 �
�ijk��

�c̃i�
† c̃j�̄

† c̃j�c̃k�̄ − c̃i�
† nj�̄c̃k� + H.c.�

+ �
�ij�

Vijninj + �
i

�ini + �
�ij�

�ij , �10�

where the notation follows the standard t-J model1–7 and tij
extends to the third nearest neighbors �t��. Tiny corrections
of three-site hopping terms including c̃i�

† �1−nj�c̃k� have been
neglected. The first two lines of Eq. �10� resemble the t-J
model mapped from the one-band Hubbard model and have
been extensively studied.1–3 The other terms include locally
�Pz-dependent super-repulsion Vij, site potential �i, and en-
ergy “constant” �ij �only relevant to equilibrating apical at-
oms�.

Note that we have implemented all the Hamiltonians, the
Hubbard operators, and the commutators as the C++ objects;
therefore, Eqs. �1�–�10� were coded literally. This greatly fa-
cilitates the otherwise very complicated multiorbital canoni-
cal transformation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The material dependence of the cuprates is first quantified
via H5b and is found to originate primarily from �Pz, as
shown in Table II. We then present the derived parameters of
H1b for the four prototypical cuprates covering the realistic
spectrum of �Pz. For comparison, the contributions purely
from the b1 orbitals �from which ZRS is formed� are given
inside the parentheses. Remarkably, there exists practically
no material dependence if only the b1 orbitals are considered.
The universality for t and J even survives inclusion of the a1

orbitals since they are solely determined by the b1 orbitals
suggesting the robustness of superconductivity among cu-
prates. Further, the insignificant contributions of the a1 orbit-
als for Nd2CuO4, which does not have apical atoms, manifest
that the demonstrated strong material dependence almost en-
tirely results from the influence of the apical Pz orbitals, in-
deed.

Now we discuss in passing the strong �Pz dependence of
t�, t�, Vij, �i, and �ij 	cf. Fig. 3�a�
. First of all, three-site
kinematical processes via virtual nearest-neighbor hoppings
to the Pz orbital dramatically reduce �t�� and �t��, as suggested
in Ref. 11. This would seriously affect hole-hopping range
and reshape the Fermi surface, given the nearest-neighbor
hoppings being suppressed by the antiferromagnetic spin
correlation.1–3 Note that �t� / t� is now substantially smaller in
La2CuO4 than in Ca2CuO2Cl2, in agreement with their ob-
served diamondlike and squarelike Fermi surfaces,
respectively.8,13,15

The justification of our resulting Hamiltonian can be
made by comparing the �approximate� solution with known

TABLE II. �Pz and parameters of Eq. �10� for four prototypical cuprates upon hole doping. Inside
parentheses are contributions purely from the b1 orbitals. The energy unit is meV.

Nd2CuO4 Sr2CuO2F2 Ca2CuO2Cl2 La2CuO4

�Pz−�Ps
a � 3010 810 280

JLDA+U
b 131 155 145 144

J /2 138 �138� 138 �138� 131 �131� 129 �129�
t 431 �431� 467 �467� 459 �459� 488 �488�
t� / �t� −0.33 �−0.35� −0.25 �−0.32� −0.19 �−0.32� 0.01 �−0.30�
t� / �t� 0.23 �0.24� 0.19 �0.23� 0.16 �0.23� 0.06 �0.22�
Vij 29 �27� 39 �29� 54 �30� 137 �31�
�i −795 �−800� −337 �−394� −295 �−412� −354 �−529�
�ij −36 �−14� −86 �−17� −133 �−17� −258 �−19�
a�Ps denotes the site energy of the O Ps state.
bEstimated from total-energy difference between the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic states.
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experimental data. For the cuprates, much attention has been
paid to the ARPES on undoped A2CuO2Cl2 �A=Ca,Sr�,
since they correspond to the single-doped hole case, for
which we have so far the cleanest theory in the context of a
doped Mott insulator. Compared with the generally known
results extrapolated from ARPES on A2CuO2Cl2,34–36 t� / t
agrees well but t� / t is smaller by half. Thus, we are moti-
vated to reexamine the single-hole dynamics within the self-
consistent Born approximation �SCBA� of the spin-polaron
picture,14,37 whose accuracy for the single-hole problem has
been verified by small cluster exact diagonalization.38 We
find that the one-hole quasiparticle dispersions calculated
with the present values for A2CuO2X2 �A=Ca,Sr; X
=F,Cl� in SCBA actually agree well with ARPES,8 as shown
in Fig. 3�b�. This is because the hole quasiparticle dispersion
is in fact insensitive to t�, given t� / t=0.2 �Ref. 39�, as shown
in Fig. 4.

Besides, it is known that the three-site hopping terms can
improve the agreement with ARPES.40,41 It is worth mention-
ing that the main role of the three-site hopping terms is to
suppress t� by J /2 and enhance t� by J /4; therefore, the fitted

values of t� and t� depend sensitively on inclusion of the
three-site hopping terms.39 Our first-principles derived
Hamiltonian finally provides an unambiguous benchmark of
these material-dependent parameters.

In contrast, while the role of apical atom in determining
the t� / t ratio was also emphasized in the LDA “downfold-
ing” procedure, the LDA one band led to a puzzling trend
��t� / t�=0.18 for La2CuO4 and 0.12 for Ca2CuO2Cl2� �Ref.
12� that appears opposite to ARPES and ours. This is, how-
ever, not alarming due to intrinsic differences in the meaning
of t’s: t’s in H1b actually describe intersite swapping of two-
hole �ZRS� and one-hole ��� states,4–7 whereas LDA t’s de-
scribe hoppings between single-particle LDA ��� states.12

Clearly, building strong many-body characteristics in first-
principles approaches before the downfolding,4–7 as pre-
sented here, is necessary for the low-energy physics of cu-
prates.

Next, we elaborate the kinematic origin of the super-
repulsion Vij in our derivation, and its significant implica-
tions due to its strong material �pz� dependence. For a purely
one-band system in the large on-site repulsion limit 	Fig.
5�a�
, the virtual hoppings between two singly occupied
neighboring sites generate the well-known superexchange ef-
fect − J

2ni�nj�̄. Given an extra fully occupied orbital to be
projected out �Pz in the present work�, additional virtual ki-
nematical processes give rise to three additional spin-
independent terms 	v00, v10, and v11; see Figs. 5�b�–5�d�
 to
the targeted one-band Hamiltonian, leading to Vij =2v10
−v00−v11, �i=4�v00−v10�, and �ij =−v00.

Clearly, this effective nearest-neighbor �nn� repulsion,
named super-repulsion in analog to superexchange, is to be
distinguished from the nn Coulomb interaction, although
they share the same form. It is believed by many1–3 that the
superconducting pairing scale is controlled by the effective
attraction via the nn superexchange J less the screened nn
Coulomb repulsion �assuming that the electronic screening is
efficient and the Coulomb repulsion beyond nn could be
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neglected�.42 In the most intensively studied type of the t-J
models,1–3 the nn repulsion has not been explicitly included
and J should be understood as an effective one that has ab-
sorbed the effect of the nn repulsion. However, since J and
the nn repulsion are in the spin and charge channels, respec-
tively, it is unclear whether the effect of the nn repulsion
could be satisfactorily absorbed into an effective J. It was
also argued that compared with J, the nn Coulomb repulsion
is screened so much that its appreciable effect is to prevent
the phase separation of charge-poor vs charge-rich
regions.43,44 Anyway, the material dependence of the nn re-
pulsion has not been seriously considered. We emphasize
that the super-repulsion, Vij, revealed here comes from the
virtual processes involving the apical oxygen Pz states.
Therefore, it is not only little affected by the normal electron
screening of the electrostatic Coulomb interaction but also
sensitive to the actual energy of the apical oxygen Pz states.
We have shown that the super repulsion can be tuned to be of
the same order of magnitude as J by changing the relative
energy level of the apical oxygen Pz states. Hence, Vij has
crucial effects on the material dependence of the low-energy
physics in the cuprates, which is the subject of this work.

Vij apparently weakens local pairing strength, regardless
of the actual pairing mechanism, given that paired electrons
tend to reside as neighbors—implied by the d-wave symme-
try of the superconducting order parameter in the cuprates.45

This suggests a fresh look at the material dependence of
Tc

max. Unlike in the conventional superconductors where
electron pairing and the building of the phase coherence
among the electron pairs take place at the same time, elec-
tron pairing in the underdoped cuprates is likely to occur at a
higher temperature than Tc with the pairing scale being re-
flected as a pseudogap in the spin-excitation spectrum.1,8,46,47

In this scenario, Tc actually measures the phase coherency of
the preformed pairs and is thus more sensitive to disorder
and other “extrinsic” properties of real materials than the
pseudogap size. Hence, the material dependence of the
pseudogap size (i.e., the pairing scale) would be a more ro-
bust link to the material dependence of the intrinsic elec-
tronic structure. For instance, the pseudogap sizes in
Ca2−xNaxCuO2Cl2 �Tc

max=28 K� and La2−xSrxCuO4 �Tc
max

=38 K� �Refs. 8 and 13� do reasonably agree with the Vij

trend �the larger Vij, the smaller the pairing scale� but Tc
max is

in the opposite trend. The fact that Ca2−xNaxCuO2Cl2 can be
synthesized only under high pressure renders the difficulty in
preparation of high-quality samples,48,49 which may account
for the “antitrend” low Tc. Interestingly, when it comes to
compare Ca2−xNaxCuO2Cl2 with Sr2CuO2F2+� �Tc

max=46 K,
also synthesized under high pressure and presumably having
a similar degree of structural impurity and compositional in-
homogeneity�, the anticorrelation between Tc

max and Vij now
applies.

The material-dependent effects of Vij should be distin-
guished from those of the t� and t� terms, which arguably
affects HTSC by altering the van Hove singularity in the
band structure.10 In fact, due to the anticorrelation between
Vij and �t� / t� as shown in Fig. 3�c�, the pairing scale would

appear to correlate with �t� / t�.
With regard to charge distribution, modulation of �i tends

to induce charge inhomogeneity. As shown in Fig. 3�a�, �i

depends strongly on the apical environment and is mainly
determined by the electrostatic potential50 and strongly en-
hanced vacuum fluctuations depicted in Fig. 5. In multilayer
systems, only the two outer CuO2 planes have apical atoms;
therefore, �i in the outer and inner CuO2 layers can be con-
siderably different. This explains strong interlayer charge
imbalance in the multilayer systems such as
HgBa2Can−1CunO2n+2+� with n�3 �Ref. 51�. As for the
strong interlayer charge imbalance observed in atomically
perfect La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 /La2CuO4 films52 where all the lay-
ers have apical atoms, a considerable contribution may be
made by the change of �i due to shifting the relative site
energy of the apical Pz state with respect to the in-plane Ps

state by substitution of Sr for La in the La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 lay-
ers. On the other hand, chemical doping may cause �i to
fluctuate in space and thus might induce in-plane inhomoge-
neous distribution of the low-energy quasiparticles.53 How-
ever, the repulsive Vij, which disfavors hole accumulation,
effectively counters the fluctuation in �i, as they share a
similar �Pz dependence �see Fig. 3�. Their net effect is to
retain a rather homogeneous in-plane charge distribution.54

The present results also shed light on understanding other
exotic features of cuprates. For example, recent spectro-
scopic imaging scanning tunneling microscopy �SI-STM� on
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+� revealed a puzzling coexistence of strong
modulation of local pairing gaps �correlated with oxygen
dopants, O�� and surprisingly weak low-energy charge-
density variations.55 These striking results have been phe-
nomenologically attributed to a strong local modulation of
electron pairing strength,56 J in the t-J model,57 or �i with
two types of O�.58 The present studies suggest that O� per-
turb �Pz and thus modulate Vij and �i, etc. On the one hand,
the variation of Vij affects the local pairing scale. On the
hand other, Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+� has only one type of CuO2

planes �i.e., there are no distinct inner and outer planes�; as
mentioned above, the competition between �i and Vij retains
the in-plane homogeneous distribution of the low-energy
quasiparticles. This scenario would also account for more
recent SI-STM data that reveal a strong correlation between
the local superconducting gap size and the Cu-Oapical

distance.59

Furthermore, the strong �Pz dependence of t�, t�, Vij, and
�i implies that electron-phonon interactions involving the
vibration of apical atoms may be strong. In particular, the Vij

variation in this way yields an intriguing phonon-mediated
interaction between a pair of electrons with another pair. The
determination of their actual strengths will be pursued else-
where.

Finally, our findings support the significance of examining
HTSC in multilayer systems,51,52 as the influence of the api-
cal Pz orbitals will be significantly layer dependent and can
be controlled �e.g., via strain and field effects� to tune hole-
hopping range, distribution, and super repulsion among the
CuO2 layers.
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